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An overview of your experience, your commitment to professional 

development and how you contribute to the industry: 

In 2008, I was senior reporter at the South Wales Echo having won the Young Journalist of 

the Year Award when I moved into PR. I spent seven years at Golley Slater, leading 

campaigns for clients including RICS, Deloitte, Welsh Lamb, Welsh Government, St David’s 

shopping centre and was a member of the senior management team. 

Three years ago, I became an independent practitioner, trading as Magic Wand PR (formerly 

Feast Communications), offering services directly to clients and via agencies with a focus on 

strategic planning and results-driven creative ideas. 

As a long-standing member of the CIPR I have participated in and organised monthly 

industry events and training, becoming an Accredited Practitioner and committee member. I 

jointly launched the Young IoD Wales network. Following a break in membership due to 

finances and maternity, I have rejoined the CIPR, committing to training/networking events 

and aspire to become a Chartered Practitioner. 

I attend social media conferences/events, industry training webinars and maintain an active 

reading list of PR publications and industry blogs/vlogs. I also launched the PRCA in Wales 

as vice chair. 

As a senior practitioner, I support new practitioners through mentoring/training and 

supported a new marketing consultancy develop its PR business.  

I am conscientious to the core and always strive for perfection. Even when I’ve pulled a 13-

hour day for a client and delivered a raft of national coverage, I’m instantly thinking about 

what’s next. My business has exceeded all expectations, delivering a healthy turnover, 

exciting projects and a work-life balance. 

 

 

 



Outline your work-related achievements over the last three years, including 

your business objectives and/or plan: 

Going solo was a big undertaking but, through word of mouth, I secured projects from day 

one. I smashed my targeted turnover in Y1 by 333%. I maintained the business during 

maternity leave and re-grown following return to work, securing a 20% fee increase. 

My objective was to work for 2+ clients each month to ensure variety and spread risk. 

Another tick; my client experience includes Atradius, FairFX, Welsh Government, Admiral, 

Hello Soda, PowerReviews, Simply Do Ideas, AboutTheFuneral and single-handedly 

launching new escape rooms with a media party of 60, featuring on ITVNews and radio. 

Strategy always leads campaigns with objectives, audiences and messaging defined before 

tactical implementation. I always aim high; why shouldn’t small regional businesses get a 

share of national media? I develop creative and thought-provoking campaigns which grab 

headlines and achieve real results. I get under the skin of businesses and industry issues to 

create new research, undertake investigations and lead the news agenda. Clients are 

propelled into the nationals including the front pages of the Times and Daily Mail and 

featuring on Sky, Good Morning Britain and ITVNews. Coverage is rich in messaging and 

designed with purpose. For instance, I generated 587 national articles for FairFX travel 

money, reaching 640m; contributing towards 80,000 new customers and 28% revenue 

increase.  

I’m proud 100% of work comes through recommendations. My first two-month contract with 

BrandContent was extended for two years and I led the PR side of the business. phs 

extended my six-month contract indefinitely and I have retained Atradius via Golley Slater for 

3+ years. I’m always at capacity, turning down work down most months.  

Happiness is at the core of my business. I strive to feel fulfilled by my work and always seek 

new challenges and new ways of working to deliver better results and make clients happy. 

Asking clients for testimonials for this award has been humbling and hopefully demonstrates 

I’ve achieved this. 

 

Outline the biggest work-related challenge you’ve faced in the past three 

years, including details of what happened, how you overcame it and what you 

learnt from it:  

My biggest challenge was stepping away from a new, growing business to have my second 

child. I was working for exciting brands, achieving strong results with a steady income which 

I didn’t want to jeopardise. However, I couldn’t maintain my full commitment to clients and 

this was my only option. I consulted with clients, working in partnership to handover, 

including training and mentoring a new employee side-by-side in my home office. 

I made separate arrangements for Atradius to preserve the long-standing relationship, 

servicing the account until I went into labour. Just three months later, I resumed the account, 

leading the successful re-pitch. It was sooner than I wanted to return to work but it was a 

good compromise as it helped secure the future business and provided income in the 

absence of maternity pay.  



This could have been a major jolt but instead created a platform for opportunity; I’ve 

developed new relationships and more independent clients and implemented new practices 

from seeking fewer, larger accounts to being stricter when it comes to family time. I’m now 

on track to achieve an above-target turnover and have a healthier work-life balance. 

 

A summary of a campaign you are particularly proud of, including details of 

the brief, objectives, strategy, tactics, outputs, outcomes and budget: 

Period poverty, the inability to afford sanitary products, is a growing issue for young people. 

As the UK’s biggest provider of hygiene services, phs wanted to lead the agenda. 

I set the objectives to establish phs as the expert on period poverty to mass audiences, 

achieve in-roads with key stakeholders, contribute to new business and genuinely tackle 

period poverty.  

I conducted comprehensive research into period poverty; analysing competitors’, scale of 

past research, media appetite and potential customer interest. 

Strategy/tactics: 

 Lift the lid on scale of the issue; new research into the experiences and opinions of 

teenagers, creating a well-regarded white paper 

 High profile media launch: broadcast day with phs spokespeople conducting back-to-

back interviews. Programme of press releases and opinion essays 

 Creating the Period Poverty Collective, a partnership of stakeholders sharing best 

practice to eliminate period poverty. I identified participants and invited to a round 

table event 

 Position phs as the solution; I led the overhaul of phs’ CSR strategy, putting period 

poverty at the core, recommending offering vending machines to schools for free 

(saving schools money, generating income from future stock sales) 

 Convert expertise into sales; taking the campaign to stakeholders. I identified 

education ministers within government and local authorities to secure buy-in on a 

strategic level.  

During initial planning the Government announced plans to fun free sanitary products for 

schools from 2020; accelerating the campaign. 

Results: 

 31 media hits, 100% mentioned phs, 70% mentioned website 

 Reach:23.2m 

 Television feature on SkyNews Sunrise, 16+ radio interviews including BBC, Nation 

Radio 

 Exclusive with Independent  



 1,000 webpage visits, website visits up 10%. 

Impact: 

 Enquiries from schools  

 Put phs in running for £6m Government tender for suppling free sanitarywear to 

schools  

 Government Equalities Office called campaign “amazing and inspiring”, inviting us 

partnering on the official UK Period Poverty Taskforce 

 Meetings secured with Welsh Government and eight local authorities; new business 

opportunities. 

Budget:  

£13,200 total. 


